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in the same era, movement of electronic music from young generation in the indie music scene
starts to perform dangdut house music or funkot in an attempt to rebel against dominance of

western electronic music and is associated with higher income society. to apply the complete korg
look that you want you can either add the midi dangdut organ tunggal style to the existing style or

copy the style to your song. you can also edit the already created style to suit you the original
instruments were created using korgs purpose-built eds-x (enhanced definition synthesis-expanded)
sound engine, giving each instrument an authentic-sounding vintage sound. the instruments, as with

all instruments in the pha-500 line, are the perfect instruments to play songs in genres such as
dangdut, house, and pop. the line features a wide range of organs and keyboards including the
cog-3, the cog-2 and the cog-1 digital synthesizer to match your style with the daw you use. the
synthesizers feature detailed patches, many of which are based on the sounds of korgs famed

vintage instruments. the cog instruments also include a built-in resonate effects engine. its wide
variety of features ensures that they will be at home in just about any genre. and, its authentic fat
synth sounds come from the well-respected soundfonts format. the original recordings were made

with a passion and an intention to make something unique and different from the existing production
which helped to create the unique character of our unique house sound. sounds are compressed to
get rid of the dominating frequencies that are obvious in the recordings, and then we process them

through the various synthesis sections of the dx synthesizer to make them more audible and
understandable for the ears. funkot have a very fast beat up to 220 bpm and made it the fastest

beat music that were ever made in indonesia.
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The Pa1 Studio will be
complemented with
upcoming updates,
including a modified
Green Hornet™ (the

second grand piano in the
acoustic family) with

improved touch response,
Stryfe (a powerful virtual
analog synthesizer) with
12-Voice polyphony, a

new hybrid synth
modeled after the sounds
of a DC electronic organ
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(DX7), and improved
editing tools. These new
instruments will arrive in

early 2013. The Pa1
Studio’s digital drawbar

organ includes key on/off
noises, leakage, and

Rotary Speaker
emulation. In addition, the

Pa1 Studio has been
equipped with new wind

instruments, strings,
basses, electric and

acoustic guitars. Sounds
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have been painstakingly
captured using state-of-

the-art methods that
allow the finest of details

to be accurately
reproduced. Up to 256 MB

(compressed PCM User
memory) are available, so

custom sounds can be
added easily. The General
MIDI (GM) sound bank has
been improved for better

compatibility with GM
files. The Pa1 Studio can
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also load/import KORG,
WAV, AIFF, SoundFont
formats and export in

WAV or AIFF. Sounds can
be fully edited, and can

now use up to 24
oscillators for each note!

the keyboard range of the
korg dx-70 synthesizer is

designed to meet the
needs of today’s

electronic musicians by
providing both modern
and classic synthesizer
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functions. with preset
sounds for over 25

different instruments,
plus numerous innovative

effects, the dx-70
keyboard is the perfect
tool for musicians of all
genres. the dx-70 offers
two complete ranges of
sounds for nearly every

instrument you can
imagine. the dx-70 has 15
preset sounds, including
korg’s historic lead style,
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which includes the entire
sample sounds from the
cs80, mpc60, korg live

and juno-60. 5ec8ef588b
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